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ITU-T Recommendation X.371/Y.1402
General arrangements for interworking between
Public Data Networks and the Internet
1

Scope

This Recommendation specifies general arrangements for interworking between the Internet and
Public Data Networks (PDNs) among which PSPDN and FRPDN are considered. Three possible
cases are defined:
−

the case where the IP-TE connected to the PDN accesses the Internet via the PDN
(access case);

−

the case where two Internet subnetworks are concatenated via the PDN (Concatenation
case 1);

−

the case where two PDNs are concatenated via the Internet (Concatenation case 2).

The following arrangements are specified in this Recommendation:
1)
reference configuration;
2)
interface characteristics for UNI and NNI;
3)
addressing mechanism;
4)
functionality of the Access Unit (AU), InterWorking Function (IWF) and the Adapter.
2

References
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reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the
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most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently
valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published.
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reference model: The basic model.
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ITU-T X.213 (1995), Information technology − Open Systems Interconnection – Network
service definition.
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ITU-T X.300 (1996), General principles for interworking between public networks and
between public networks and other networks for the provision of data transmission services.
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3

Terms and definitions

In addition to the terms and definitions contained in ITU-T I.112, ITU-T I.113, ITU-T X.200 and
ITU-T X.300, the following term is defined:
3.1
Encapsulation: Occurs when the conversions in the network or in the terminals are such
that the protocols used to provide one service make use of the layer service provided by another
protocol. This means that at the interworking point, the two protocols are stacked. When
encapsulation is performed by the terminal, this scenario is also called interworking by port access
(see 3.2.11/X.300).
4

Abbreviations

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations:
ARE

Address Resolution Entity

AU

Access Unit

DTE

Data Terminal Equipment

ET

Exchange Termination

FRPDN

Frame Relay Public Data Networks

IP-TE

Internet Terminal Equipment

IWF

InterWorking Function

PSPDN

Packet Switched Public Data Networks

PVC

Permanent Virtual Circuit

2
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QOS

Quality Of Service

SVC

Switched Virtual Circuit

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

VC

Virtual Call

5

Conventions

No particular conventions are included.
6

Interworking between the Internet and PSPDNs

6.1

General arrangements for the access cases

6.1.1

Reference configuration

Reference configuration for the access cases is shown in Figure 6-1. In this case, Adapter and AU
provide encapsulation function specified in ITU-T X.37. Encapsulation of IP packets is only
provided to convey IP packets through the PSPDN. PSPDN may provide PVCs or VCs. In addition,
Address Resolution Entity as specified in ITU-T X.115 and ITU-T X.116 may be equipped within
the PSPDN to provide the Adapter and the AU with routing information. In this configuration, IP
packets are transparently exchanged between the IP-TE and the Internet. Use of PVCs or VCs are
not visible to the IP-TE and the Internet. The Adapter and the ARE may reside within the PSPDN, or
may be outside the PSPDN.
NOTE – ITU-T X.115 and/or ITU-T X.116 may need enhancement for the purpose of this Recommendation.

PSPDN
IP-TE

Adapter

ARE

Internet
X.25 AU

T0733510-00

Figure 6-1/X.371/Y.1402 − Reference configuration for interworking
between the Internet and PSPDN (access case)

6.1.2

IP packet handling

In case PVCs are provided through the PSPDN, the Adapter and the AU perform the following
functions:
i)
When the Adapter receives IP packets from the IP-TE, it shall transmit them onto the
pre-established PVCs, and vice versa.
ii)
When the AU receives IP packets from the PVC(s), it shall transmit them to a pre-assigned
Internet port, and vice versa.
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In case VCs are provided through the PSPDN, the Adapter and the AU perform the following
functions:
i)
When the Adapter receives IP packets from the IP-TE, it shall check if a VC has been
already established toward the AU. If a VC has been established, the Adapter sends the
received IP packets onto the VC. If no VC has been established, the Adapter shall set up a
VC using the procedures as specified in ITU-T X.25. And then, the Adapter sends the
received IP packets onto the established VC. The Adapter may clear the VC if it receives no
IP packets from the IP-TE or from the AU during a certain amount of time.
ii)
When the AU receives IP packets from the Internet, it shall perform similar functions as
stated in the previous paragraph.
In the above cases, the IP-TE subscribes to the PSPDN, and an AU is assigned for the IP-TE on
subscription.
There are also another case where different AUs or the IP-TEs are dynamically selected depending
on the destination IP addresses. In this case, the Adapter and the AU perform the following
functions:
i)
The Adapter acquires a mapping relationship between the destination IP addresses received
from the IP-TE and X.121 numbers allocated to the AUs using the procedures defined in
6.1.3. When the Adapter receives IP packets from the IP-TE, it shall check the destination
address of the IP and derived X.121 addresses of the corresponding AUs from the
destination IP address, and then transmit them towards the AUs according to the procedures
for the PVC and VC cases described above.
ii)
The AU acquires a mapping relationship between the destination IP addresses received from
the Internet and X.121 numbers allocated to the ports of the IP-TEs using the procedures
defined in 6.1.3.
In this case, the IP-TE may or may not subscribe to the PSPDN. In case the IP-TE subscribes to the
PSPDN, authentication, authorization and accounting functions (as specified in IETF RFC 2865 and
RFC 2866) shall be performed by the ARE. In case the IP-TE does not subscribe to the PSPDN,
there shall be a contract between service providers of the PSPDN and that of the Internet.
6.1.3

ARE procedures

There are two kinds of procedures related to the ARE functions:
a)
registration procedures;
b)
inquiry and response procedures.
Registration procedures enable the ARE to get information about mapping between IP addresses and
X.121 addresses from the Adapter or the AU according to the following mechanisms:
i)
The Adapter and the AU have normal router functions of the Internet and perform as routers
outside the PSPDN. Therefore, the Adapter and the AU can route IP packets towards the
IP-TE and the Internet, respectively. In addition, the Adapter and the AU have information
related to X.121 numbers allocated to the IP-TEs and the AUs.
ii)
The Adapter and the AU periodically communicate with the ARE to inform it of updated
information about mapping between X.121 numbers and IP addresses on which the Adapter
and the AU have knowledge.
NOTE 1 – Communication procedures between the Adapter/AU and the ARE are for further study.

iii)

The ARE collects the mapping information from all the Adapters and the AUs to form a
centralized database. Depending on the amount of information that the ARE collects,
distributed ARE architecture may be necessary.

NOTE 2 – Mechanisms for distributing the ARE functions are for further study.
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Inquiry and response procedures enable the Adapter or the AU to get X.121 addresses corresponding
to the destination IP addresses according to the following mechanisms:
i)
When the Adapter or the AU receives IP packet with a destination address that is not
relevant with the established VCs, it sets up a new VC according to the procedures defined
in ITU-T X.116.
ii)
Upon setting up a new VC, the Adapter or the AU will get new information relevant with
mapping between the destination IP address and the VC. This new information may be kept
by the Adapter or the AU for later processing of the IP packets. It is an implementation
matter what amount of information may be cached at the Adapter or the AU.
6.2

General arrangements for the concatenation case 1 (Concatenation of two Internet
subnetworks via a PSPDN)

6.2.1

Reference configuration

Reference configuration for the concatenation case 1 is shown in Figure 6-2. In this case, the IWF
provides an encapsulation function specified in ITU-T X.37. Encapsulation of IP packets is only
provided to convey IP packets through the PSPDN. The PSPDN may provide PVCs or VCs. In
addition, Address Resolution Entity as specified in ITU-T X.115 and ITU-T X.116 may be equipped
within the PSPDN to provide the IWF with routing information. In this configuration, IP packets are
transparently exchanged between the IWFs. Use of PVCs or VCs are not visible to the Internet. The
IWF may reside within the PSPDN, or may be outside the PSPDN.
NOTE – ITU-T X.115 and/or X.116 may need enhancement for the purpose of this Recommendation.
Internet

Originating
IWF

PSPDN
X.25

ARE
X.25

Destination
IWF

Internet

T0733520-00

Figure 6-2/X.371/Y.1402 − Reference configuration for interworking
between the Internet and PSPDN (Concatenation case 1)

6.2.2

IP packet handling

In case PVCs are provided through the PSPDN, the IWF performs the following functions:
i)
When the IWF receives IP packets from the Internet, it shall transmit them onto the
pre-established PVCs.
ii)
When the IWF receives IP packets from the PVC(s), it shall transmit them to a pre-assigned
Internet port.
In case SVCs are provided through the PSPDN, the IWF performs the following functions:
i)
When the IWF receives IP packets from the Internet, it shall check if a VC has been already
established toward the destination IWF. If a VC has been established, the IWF sends the
received IP packets onto the VC. If no VC has been established, the IWF shall set up a VC
using the procedures as specified in ITU-T X.25. And then, the IWF sends the received IP
packets onto the established VC.

ITU-T X.371/Y.1402 (02/2001)
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ii)

The IWF may clear the VC if it receives no IP packets from the Internet during a certain
amount of time.

In the above cases, the Internet port of the IWF subscribes to the PSPDN, and a destination IWF is
assigned for the Internet port on subscription.
There is also another case where different destination IWFs are dynamically selected depending on
the destination IP addresses received by the originating IWF. In this case, the originating IWF
performs the following functions:
i)
The originating IWF acquires a mapping relationship between the destination IP addresses
received from the Internet and X.121 numbers allocated to the destination IWF using the
procedures defined in 6.2.3.
ii)
When the originating IWF receives IP packets from the Internet, it shall check the
destination address of the IP and derived X.121 addresses of the corresponding destination
IWFs from the destination IP address, and then transmit them towards the destination IWFs
according to the procedures for the PVC and VC cases described above.
In this case, the IWF may or may not subscribe to the PSPDN. In case the IWF subscribes to the
PSPDN, authentication, authorization and accounting functions (as specified in IETF RFC 2865 and
RFC 2866) shall be performed by the ARE. In case the IWF does not subscribe to the PSPDN, there
shall be a contract between service providers of the PSPDN and that of the Internet.
6.2.3

ARE procedures

Clause 6.1.3 applies with replacement of the Adapter and the AU with the IWF.
6.3

General arrangements for the concatenation case 2 (Concatenation of two PSPDNs via
the Internet)

6.3.1

Reference configuration

Reference configuration for the concatenation case 2 is shown in Figure 6-3. In this case, the IWF
converts X.75 interface to the Internet protocols and vice versa. X.75 packets are encapsulated in a
TCP connection established between IWFs. In addition, Address Resolution Entity as specified in
ITU-T X.115 and ITU-T X.116 may be equipped within the PSPDNs to provide the IWF with
routing information. In this configuration, the Internet is used as a datalink on which X.75 layer 3
procedures are running and is not visible to the DTE that communicates with the PSPDN conforming
to ITU-T X.25. X.75 packets are transparently exchanged between the IWFs. Use of X.75 PVCs or
VCs are not visible to the Internet. The IWF may reside within the PSPDN, or may be outside the
PSPDN.
In this case, end-to-end QOS characteristics may be limited by that of the Internet. Further study is
needed for the definition of end-to-end QOS characteristics for this case.
NOTE – ITU-T X.115 and/or ITU-T X.116 may need enhancement for the purpose of this Recommendation.
PSPDN
DTE

ET

ARE

Originating
X.75 IWF

Internet

Destination
IWF
X.75

PSPDN

ARE
ET

DTE

T0733530-00

Figure 6-3/X.371/Y.1402 − Reference configuration for interworking
between the Internet and PSPDN (Concatenation case 2)
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6.3.2

IP packet handling

In case PVCs are provided through the PSPDN, there shall be a pre-established TCP connection
between the originating and destination IWFs. In this case the IWF performs the following functions:
i)
When the IWF receives X.75 packets from the PSPDN, it shall transmit them onto the
pre-established TCP connection.
ii)
When the IWF receives TCP packets containing X.75 packets from the Internet, it shall
decapsulate the TCP packets and transmit X.75 packets onto the PVC.
In case VCs are provided through the PSPDN, the IWF performs the following functions:
i)
When the IWF receives X.75 call request packet from the PSPDN, it shall check if a TCP
connection has been already established toward the destination IWF. If a TCP has been
established, the IWF sends the X.75 call request packet onto the TCP connection and the rest
of X.75 procedures shall continue over the established TCP connection. If no TCP
connection has been established, the IWF shall set up a TCP connection using the
procedures as specified in RFC 793. After the TCP connection has been established, X.75
procedures shall operate between two IWFs over the established TCP connection.
ii)
The IWF may clear the TCP connection if no X.75 VCs towards the destination IWF exist
during a certain amount of time.
iii)
When the IWF receives IP packets containing X.75 call request packet from the Internet, it
shall establish an X.25 VC towards the called DTE. Then, normal X.75 and X.25 procedures
shall follow using the established VC.
In the above cases, the DTE subscribes to the PSPDN, and an IWF is assigned for the DTE on
subscription.
There is also another case where the DTE subscribes to the PSPDN, but different IWFs are
dynamically selected depending on the destination X.121 addresses. In this case, the IWF performs
the following functions:
i)
The originating IWF acquire mapping relationship between the destination X.121 numbers
received from the PSPDN and IP addresses allocated to the destination IWF using the
procedures defined in 6.3.3.
ii)
When the originating IWF receives X.75 call request packets from the PSPDN, it shall check
the destination numbers of the X.75 packets and derive IP addresses of the corresponding
destination IWFs, and then transmit them towards the destination IWFs according to the
procedures described above in this clause.
6.3.3

ARE procedures

Clause 6.1.3 applies with replacement of the Adapter and the AU with the ET and the IWF,
respectively. In addition, AREs of the originating and destination PSPDN shall communicate each
other to exchange routing information.
NOTE – Procedures for communication between AREs are for further study.

7

Interworking between the Internet and FRPDNs

7.1

General arrangements for the access cases

7.1.1

Reference configuration

Reference configuration for the access cases is shown in Figure 7-1. In this case, Adapter and AU
provide an encapsulation function specified in ITU-T X.36. Encapsulation of IP packets is only
provided to convey IP packets through the FRPDN. FRPDN may provide PVCs or SVCs. In
ITU-T X.371/Y.1402 (02/2001)
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addition, Address Resolution Entity as specified in ITU-T X.115 and ITU-T X.116 may be equipped
within the FRPDN to provide the Adapter and the AU with routing information. In this
configuration, IP packets are transparently exchanged between the IP-TE and the Internet. Use of
PVCs or SVCs are not visible to the IP-TE and the Internet. The Adapter and the ARE may reside
within the FRPDN, or may be outside the FRPDN.
NOTE – ITU-T X.115 and/or ITU-T X.116 may need enhancement for the purpose of this Recommendation.

FRPDN
IP-TE

Adapter

ARE

Internet
X.36 AU

T0733540-00

Figure 7-1/X.371/Y.1402 − Reference configuration for interworking
between the Internet and FRPDN (access code)

7.1.2

IP packet handling

In case PVCs are provided through the FRPDN, the Adapter and the AU perform the following
functions:
i)
When the Adapter receives IP packets from the IP-TE, it shall transmit them onto the
pre-established PVCs, and vice versa.
ii)
When the AU receives IP packets from the PVC(s), it shall transmit them to a pre-assigned
Internet port, and vice versa.
In case SVCs are provided through the FRPDN, the Adapter and the AU perform the following
functions:
i)
When the Adapter receives IP packets from the IP-TE, it shall check if an SVC has been
already established toward the AU. If an SVC has been established, the Adapter sends the
received IP packets onto the SVC. If no SVC has been established, the Adapter shall set up
an SVC using the procedures as specified in ITU-T X.36. And then, the Adapter sends the
received IP packets onto the established SVC. The Adapter may clear the SVC if it receives
no IP packets from the IP-TE or from the AU during a certain amount of time.
ii)
When the AU receives IP packets from the Internet, it shall perform the similar functions as
stated in the previous paragraph.
In the above cases, the IP-TE subscribes to the FRPDN, and an AU is assigned for the IP-TE on
subscription.
There is also another case where different AUs or the IP-TEs are dynamically selected depending on
the destination IP addresses. In this case, the Adapter and the AU perform the following functions:
i)
The Adapter acquires a mapping relationship between the destination IP addresses received
from the IP-TE and X.121 or E.164 numbers allocated to the AUs using the procedures
defined in 7.1.3. When the Adapter receives IP packets from the IP-TE, it shall check the
destination address of the IP and derived X.121 or E.164 addresses of the corresponding
AUs from the destination IP address, and then transmit them towards the AUs according to
the procedures for the PVC and SVC cases described above.
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ii)

The AU acquires a mapping relationship between the destination IP addresses received from
the Internet and X.121 or E.164 numbers allocated to the ports of the IP-TEs using the
procedures defined in 7.1.3.

In this case, the IP-TE may or may not subscribe to the FRPDN. In case the IP-TE subscribes to the
FRPDN, authentication, authorization and accounting functions (as specified in IETF RFC 2865 and
RFC 2866) shall be performed by the ARE. In case the IP-TE does not subscribe to the FRPDN,
there shall be a contract between service providers of the FRPDN and that of the Internet.
7.1.3

ARE procedures

There are two kinds of procedures related to the ARE functions:
a)
registration procedures;
b)
inquiry and response procedures.
Registration procedures enable the ARE to get information about mapping between IP addresses and
X.121 or E.164 addresses from the Adapter or the AU according to the following mechanisms:
i)
The Adapter and the AU have normal router functions of the Internet and perform as routers
outside the FRPDN. Therefore, the Adapter and the AU can route IP packets towards the
IP-TE and the Internet, respectively. In addition, the Adapter and the AU have information
related to X.121 or E.164 numbers allocated to the IP-TEs and the AUs.
ii)
The Adapter and the AU periodically communicate with the ARE to inform it of the updated
information about mapping between X.121 or E.164 numbers and IP addresses on which the
Adapter and the AU have knowledge.
NOTE 1 – Communication procedures between the Adapter/AU and the ARE are for further study.

iii)

The ARE collects the mapping information from all the Adapters and the AUs to form a
centralized database. Depending on the amount of information that the ARE collects,
distributed ARE architecture may be necessary.

NOTE 2 – Mechanisms for distributing the ARE functions are for further study.

Inquiry and response procedures enable the Adapter or the AU to get X.121 or E.164 addresses
corresponding to the destination IP addresses according to the following mechanisms:
i)
When the Adapter or the AU receives IP packet with a destination address that is not
relevant to the established VCs, it sets up a new SVC according to the procedures defined in
ITU-T X.116.
ii)
Upon setting up a new SVC, the Adapter or the AU will get new information relevant to
mapping between the destination IP address and the SVC. This new information may be
kept by the Adapter or the AU for later processing of the IP packets. It is an implementation
matter what amount of information may be cashed at the Adapter or the AU.
7.2

General arrangements for the concatenation case

7.2.1

Reference configuration

Reference configuration for the concatenation cases is shown in Figure 7-2. In this case, the IWF
provides encapsulation function specified in ITU-T X.36. Encapsulation of IP packets is only
provided to convey IP packets through the FRPDN. FRPDN may provide PVCs or SVCs. In
addition, Address Resolution Entity as specified in ITU-T X.115 and ITU-T X.116 may be equipped
within the FRPDN to provide the IWF with routing information. In this configuration, IP packets are
transparently exchanged between the IWFs. Use of PVCs or SVCs are not visible to the Internet. The
IWF may reside within the FRPDN, or may be outside the FRPDN.
NOTE – ITU-T X.115 and/or ITU-T X.116 may need enhancement for the purpose of this Recommendation.
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Figure 7-2/X.371/Y.1402 − Reference configuration for interworking
between the Internet and FRPDN (Concatenation case 1)

7.2.2

IP packet handling

In case PVCs are provided through the FRPDN, the IWF performs the following functions:
i)
When the IWF receives IP packets from the Internet, it shall transmit them onto the
pre-established PVCs.
ii)
When the IWF receives IP packets from the PVC(s), it shall transmit them to a pre-assigned
Internet port.
In case SVCs are provided through the FRPDN, the IWF perform the following functions:
i)
When the IWF receives IP packets from the Internet, it shall check if an SVC has been
already established toward the destination IWF. If an SVC has been established, the IWF
sends the received IP packets onto the SVC. If no SVC has been established, the IWF shall
set up an SVC using the procedures as specified in ITU-T X.36. And then, the IWF sends
the received IP packets onto the established SVC.
ii)
The IWF may clear the SVC if it receives no IP packets from the Internet during a certain
amount of time.
In the above cases, the Internet port of the IWF subscribes to the FRPDN, and a destination IWF is
assigned for the Internet port on subscription.
There is also another case where different destination IWFs are dynamically selected depending on
the destination IP addresses received by the originating IWF. In this case, the originating IWF
performs the following functions:
i)
The originating IWF acquires a mapping relationship between the destination IP addresses
received from the Internet and X.121 or E.164 numbers allocated to the destination IWF
using the procedures defined in 7.2.3.
ii)
When the originating IWF receives IP packets from the Internet, it shall check the
destination address of the IP and derived X.121 or E.164 addresses of the corresponding
destination IWFs from the destination IP address, and then transmit them towards the
destination IWFs according to the procedures for the PVC and SVC cases described above.
In this case, the IWF may or may not subscribe to the FRPDN. In case the IWF subscribes to the
FRPDN, authentication, authorization and accounting functions (as specified in IETF RFC 2865 and
RFC 2866) shall be performed by the ARE. In case the IWF does not subscribe to the FRPDN, there
shall be a contract between service providers of the FRPDN and that of the Internet.
7.2.3

ARE procedures

Clause 7.1.3 applies with replacement of the Adapter and the AU with the IWF.
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7.3

General arrangements for the concatenation case 2 (Concatenation of two FRPDNs via
the Internet)

7.3.1

Reference configuration

Reference configuration for the concatenation case 2 is shown in Figure 7-3. In this case, the IWF
converts X.76 interface to the Internet protocols and vice versa. X.76 frames are encapsulated in a
TCP connection established between IWFs. In addition, Address Resolution Entity as specified in
ITU-T X.115 and ITU-T X.116 may be equipped within the FRPDNs to provide the IWF with
routing information. In this configuration, Internet is used as a datalink on which X.76 procedures
are running and is not visible to the DTE that communicates with the FRPDN conforming to X.36.
X.76 packets are transparently exchanged between the IWFs. Use of X.76 PVCs or SVCs are not
visible to the Internet. The IWF may reside within the FRPDN, or may be outside the FRPDN.
In this case, end-to-end QOS characteristics may be limited by that of the Internet. Further study is
needed for the definition of end-to-end QOS characteristics for this case.
NOTE – ITU-T X.115 and/or ITU-T X.116 may need enhancement for the purpose of this Recommendation.
FRPDN ARE
FR-DTE

ET

Originating
X.76 IWF

Internet

Destination
IWF
X.76

FRPDN ARE
ET

FR-DTE

T0733560-00

Figure 7-3/X.371/Y.1402 − Reference configuration for interworking
between the Internet and FRPDN (Concatenation case 2)

7.3.2

IP packet handling

In case PVCs are provided through the FRPDN, there shall be a pre-established TCP connection
between the originating and destination IWFs. In this case the IWF performs the following functions:
i)
When the IWF receives X.76 frames from the FRPDN, it shall transmit them onto the
pre-established TCP connection.
ii)
When the IWF receives TCP packets containing X.76 frames from the Internet, it shall
decapsulate the TCP packets and transmit X.76 frames onto the PVC.
In case SVCs are provided through the FRPDN, the IWF performs the following functions:
i)
When the IWF receives X.76 SETUP messages from the FRPDN, it shall check if a TCP
connection has been already established toward the destination IWF. If a TCP has been
established, the IWF sends the X.76 SETUP messages onto the TCP connection and the rest
of the X.76 procedures shall continue over the established TCP connection. If no TCP
connection has been established, the IWF shall set up a TCP connection using the
procedures as specified in RFC 793. After the TCP connection has been established, X.76
procedures shall operate between two IWFs over the established TCP connection. The IWF
may clear the TCP connection if no X.76 SVCs towards the destination IWF exist during a
certain amount of time.
ii)
When the IWF receives IP packets containing X.76 SETUP messages from the Internet, it
shall establish an X.36 SVC towards the called FR-DTE. Then, normal X.76 and X.36
procedures shall follow using the established SVC.
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In the above cases, the FR-DTE subscribes to the FRPDN, and an IWF is assigned for the FR-DTE
on subscription.
There is also another case where the FR-DTE subscribes to the FRPDN, but different IWFs are
dynamically selected depending on the destination X.121/E.164 addresses. In this case, the IWF
performs the following functions:
i)
The originating IWF acquire mapping relationship between the destination X.121/E.164
numbers received from the FRPDN and IP addresses allocated to the destination IWF using
the procedures defined in 7.3.3.
ii)
When the originating IWF receives X.76 SETUP messages from the FRPDN, it shall check
the destination numbers of the X.76 SETUP messages and derive IP addresses of the
corresponding destination IWFs, and then transmit them towards the destination IWFs
according to the procedures described above in this clause.
7.3.3

ARE procedures

Clause 7.1.3 applies with replacement of the Adapter and the AU with the ET and the IWF,
respectively. In addition, AREs of the originating and destination FRPDN shall communicate each
other to exchange routing information.
NOTE – Procedures for communication between AREs are for further study.
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